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Abstract—Looking at computer science, rising complexities,
durations and costs for software and hardware development
make it necessary to employ a new holistic model to manage
those development processes. This paper introduces a new model
which is based on abstract states in order to calculate a project’s
complexity. Based on this complexity it is now possible to estimate
key variables such as costs, duration and progress. An abstract
definition of states allows users to adjust this model to their
project and to their specific requirements.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
Project management has become a major issue for modernly organized companies. Most engineering disciplines exert
well defined methods and models to manage, control and
evaluate projects. But in computer science, the management
of hardware and software projects is still very weak. This
expresses not only in cost and time overruns but also in a high
cancellation rate of such projects. For hardware development it
is not enough to simply count transistors on integrated circuits
anymore [1].
The most common cost model in software development
COCOMO (COnstructive COst MOdel) is based on lines of
code [2]. Costs and duration of a project are adjusted by a
questionnaire which determines its complexity. An empirical
study of Chris Kemerer analyzed the accuracy of cost models
on 15 large completed business data processing projects and
has shown a mean error of 600% for projects planned with
COCOMO [3].
A better model enables project managers to set a tighter
framework to a project. A good project management has to
cover three basic purpose fields: a project should a) fulfill its
requirements (appropriate), b) in the given time (in time) and
c) with the given budget (cost effective) [4]. To achieve those
goals, mathematical methods will be presented in the next
sections which allow the determination of a project’s relevant
variables by using states.
Furthermore, this model reduces the demand for empirical
data. Today, most models base their estimations on empirical
data [5]. Gathering this data is expensive and challenging. With
fast changes in technology as well as with new abstraction
layers, a data comparison from different projects is difficult
[6].
B. Contribution
This model is not limited to hardware and software development but has to proof itself primarily in these areas. The

demand for a good model in computer science is high in
order to get more and more complex projects under control
and keep them within certain cost and duration bounds. But
the definitions made in the following are based on abstract
formulations and can also be used in other development fields.
The primary output of this model is a calculation of a
project’s complexity. The complexity then allows the determination of costs, duration and progress of a project.
Complexity can often be considered to be a measure of a
project’s disorder, which is a property of a system’s state. It
varies with changes made at possible states of a system. Looking at physics, especially at thermodynamics and statistics, the
measurement of complexity comes along with entropy [7]. But
entropy is not unknown in computer science. C. E. Shannon
also used this term to describe information in a transmitted
signal or message [8].
With knowledge of the amount of possible states as well as
in- and outputs of a project the complexity of this project
can be calculated. As in thermodynamics and information
technology the term entropy is used to describe complexity.
Altogether, states enable one to calculate entropy and with
changes on the project and therefore on its states the entropy
can be influenced.
II. S TATES
States as a key variable of this model will be now explained
in detail. It is important to note that the term ”states” represents
the amount of possible states in terms of inputs, outputs or
states of a module, component or elementary part. For different
projects, states have to be defined by their purpose. Different
examples will be explained in the section about working with
states.
A. Elementary modules
By adding the complexity of several modules, the complexity of an overlaying module can be determined. This leads
to the ability to calculate the complexity of a whole project.
Figure 1 illustrates the steps. Module A is an elementary
module which can not be subdivided. Module A and the three
B modules form a submodule (grey). This submodule and the
modules C form together the whole project. The C modules
can also have submodules on their own.
The approach to divide a project/module into submodules is
similar to other project management methods (e.g. [9]). But it
is essential that it has to be mentioned here. The particularty
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is that also connections and interactions between modules are
taken into consideration. This will express in the definitions
presented in the next section.
B. Calculating the complexity
The theory of calculating a project’s complexity through
states has been presented in [10]. The two equations necessary
for this paper are given in the following.
Definition 1 (Behavior entropy)
The behavior complexity of a module or project is given by
the number of inputs n, the number of outputs m and the
number of possible states z and is called behavior entropy SB .
SB = m · ln (z n )

(1)

Definition 2 (Structure entropy)
A project/module consisting of k modules/elementary modules
with ni inputs and mi outputs i = 1, . . . , k has a structure
entropy SS which can be seen as the complexity of this
project/module.

SS =

k
X

mi z ni ln (z ni )

(2)

i=1

It was already mentioned that this model also takes relations
between modules, submodules and elementary modules into
account. This can be found in the equations. They clearly
show that the behavior entropy is different from the structure
entropy. The structure entropy can not be determined by just
adding the behavior entropy of single submodules.
With these two definitions a project’s complexity can be
calculated. Therefore the structure entropy of modules is
calculated. The structure entropy of all modules is a project’s
entropy. The behavior entropy is used when other modules
refer to other modules in a project. In this case the referred
module is used and not created. The usage of a module that
is already created is less complex than the creation of it.
Therefore the behavior entropy is always less or equal to the
structure entropy SB ≤ SS . In the following section it is
explained how states in general and their amount in particular
can be determined.

In this section some examples of states and the possible
amount of states for a variable are given. As the first example
a boolean logic is used. In digital circuits connections can
either be set to ”low” or ”high” expressing a digital ”0” or
”1”. Hence a connection and therefore an input or output of a
gate on a chip can have two possible states. In the equations
z would then be two (z = 2).
If boolean logic is extended to standard logic used in
modeling circuits with VHDL (Very-High-Speed Integrated
Circuits Description Language) there can be nine different
states, z = 9 (IEEE Standard 1164 1993) [11]. But the number
of states depends on the purpose. The nine states can also be
grouped according to their effect on the circuit. For example
could states be also grouped by their synthesizeable values
”1”, ”0” and ”Z”.
It’s becoming more clearly when looking at software variables. An integer value, for example, can have (depending on
the architecture) 28 possible states. While most of the states
lead to the same action, it doesn’t make sense to set z to
28 . Allow for the use of a variable, different states can be
identified: for example in loops those could be: lower out of
bounds, lower loop limit, lower inside loop, higher inside loop,
higher loop limit and higher out of bounds. For example with
an loop for(int i = 0; i <10; i++){} this would
be -1,0,1,9,10,11.
In further publications standard cases for setting up states
will be discussed. Here the idea of states was given in order
to understand how it looks like to apply a state based model
on practical examples.
III. P ROJECT MANAGEMENT
A. From states to the key values
The key values of this model are states. In the previous
section it was already shown how states can be used to
determine the complexity of a project. But also a project’s
progress, costs and duration can be determined by using states.
Figure 2 shows that states allow to determine the complexity
of a project, while complexity then allows to determine a
project’s progress, costs and duration. Costs and duration are
written in italic, because of the human influence. As soon
as human beings have to be taken into account an exact
calculation of variables is impossible. There are more and
less talented workers, faster and slower workers and also
unexpected events like illnesses, crashes or machine failures.
These influence factors can’t be determined in advance.
This model enables a user to determine the ratio between
complexity and costs or duration very easily. The complexity
of a completed project has to be determined and the total
costs can be divided by the entropy. As it can also be done
for the duration. The more projects are analyzed the better
the average value gets. But basically one previous project is
enough to determine how much the realization of one state
costs and how long it will take. This leads to the claim of
linearity discussed in the next section.
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Using states and calculating the entropy enables a linear
calculation of cost, duration and progress. Costs per entropy
unit (CPU) and duration per entropy unit (DPU) determined
from previous projects can now be multiplied with the entropy
in order to the determine the currents projects costs C and
duration D. The entropy used is the structure entropy of the
project plus the behavior entropy of the project.
C = (SS + SB ) · CPU

(3)

D = (SS + SB ) · DPU

(4)

SS (realized)
SS (total)

Half adder with an AND and a XOR Gate (A)

B. Planing the project
First of all the number of possible states needs to be
determined. In case under consideration a boolean logic leads
to two possible states ”1” and ”0” or ”high” and ”low” and
therefore z in equation 1 and 2 is two (z = 2). For the whole
implementation of a half adder two inputs (x and y) as well as
two outputs (s and c) can be found. They lead to a behavior
complexity of:
SB (HA) = mHA ln (2nHA ) = 2 ln (22 ) = 4 ln (2)

The progress P of a project is the ratio between realized
structure entropy units and a project’s total entropy units.
P =

y
0
1
0
1

Specification of a half adder

Progress Duration
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(5)

IV. E XAMPLE
In this section an example project is discussed. The task is
to design a half adder. This example is used in order to easily
follow the theory of managing the project through states. It is
assumed that there are previous completed projects that can
be used to find out the costs and duration for the realization
of one state. We assume that the realization of an entropy of
ln (2) costs two monetary units (MU) and five time units (TU).
As mentioned above, these are the only empirical data needed
from previous projects in order to plan the next project.

It gets more interesting when taking single gates into
account. AND, OR, NAND and XOR gates are each identified
by two inputs and one output. Therefore the complexity of
those gates is the same and according to formula 1:
SB (Gate) = mGate ln (2nGate ) = 1 ln (22 ) = 2 ln (2)

(7)

Inverters have only one input and one output. Therefore the
behavior entropy becomes:
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A. Three kinds of realization
Figure 3 shows the specification of a half adder. It has two
inputs labeled x and y and outputs sum s and carry c. There are
different kinds of realizing a half adder. Three are shown here.
The most simple design would be implementation A shown in
figure 4 with an XOR and an AND gate. Implementation B
from figure 5 only consists of NAND gates. It has the same
amount of gates as implementation C illustrated in figure 6. It
will now be shown that the different implementations lead to
different complexities, progresses, development durations and
costs.

(6)
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Half adder with AND, inverter and OR gates (C)

Progress
100%

SB (Inv) = mInv ln (2nInv ) = 1 ln (21 ) = 1 ln (2)

90%

(8)

It looks logic that all gates have the same complexity. All of
them have two inputs and one output, furthermore their logic
tables have the same amount of entries. While an inverter has
only one input and one output the complexity has to be less
then the gates’ complexity. Comparing formula 7 with formula
8, the gates’ complexity is twice the inverters’ complexity.
Now the structure entropy for the three different realizations
of a half adder is calculated:
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+ 1 · 22 · ln (22 ) = 36 ln (2)
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Now costs and durations can easily be calculated by multiplying the structure plus behavior entropy of each realization
with the assumed 2 MU respectively 5 TU. It is exemplarily
shown for realization A. The results of all three realizations
are shown in figure 7.
C(A) = (16 ln (2) + 4 ln (2)) · 2 MU = 40 MU
D(A) = (16 ln (2) + 4 ln (2)) · 5 TU = 100 TU

0,8

1 of total modules

Project’s progress

(9)

AN D

2

0,6

(12)
(13)

one gate results in a 50% progress raise for A while in B it
is only 16.7%.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper has shown a new approach to manage the
development progress based on states. A project needs to be
subdivided into elementary modules, which enables a user to
determine the structure and behavior entropy of those modules.
A project’s costs, duration and progress can now be derived
from its complexity (entropy). The use of entropy has the
advantage that costs and duration are linear to the complexity.
And also the progress of a project is rising linear.
Further publications will test the new model against commonly used models in software and hardware development.
Also states should be defined more clearly in standard applications and for commonly used variables and factors in hardware
and software development. Remaining are field studies to show
the advantage of this model in praxis.
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